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Abstract
We determine upper bounds on the ratios of several domination parameters in trees.
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1. Introduction
Let G = (V (G),E(G)) be a graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G). The open neighborhood N(v) of a
vertex v consists of the vertices adjacent to v and its closed neighborhood is N [v] = N(v) ∪ {v}. If S is a subset of
V (G) then N(S)=∪x∈SN(x), N [S] =∪x∈SN [x] and the subgraph induced by S in G is denoted by G[S]. The degree
of a vertex v is d(v) = |N(v)|. A vertex of degree one is called a leaf and its neighbor is called a support vertex. If u
is a support vertex, then Lu will denote the set of leaves attached at u. Denote by Tv the subtree induced by a vertex v
and its descendants in the rooted tree T. A tree T is a double star if it contains exactly two vertices that are not leaves.
A double star with, respectively, p and q leaves attached at each support vertex is denoted by Sp,q . A subdivided star
SSq is obtained from a star K1,q by subdividing each edge by exactly one vertex. In general, the k-corona of a graph
G is the graph of order (k + 1)|V (G)| obtained from G by attaching a path of length k − 1 to each vertex of G so that
the resulting paths are vertex disjoint.
A dominating set of G is a subset S of V such that every vertex in V − S has at least one neighbor in S, in other terms
N [S] = V . Many variants of dominating sets have been deﬁned (see [16]). We give below some of them. A subset
S ⊆ V is a total dominating set if every vertex ofV has at least one neighbor in S, in other terms if S is a dominating set
and G[S] has no isolated vertex, or if N(S)=V . A dominating set S is a paired dominating set if G[S] admits a perfect
matching. A subset S ⊆ V is a 2-dominating set if every vertex of V − S has at least two neighbors in S and a double
dominating set if S is both a 2-dominating set and a total dominating set. Since some of these sets do not exist if G has
isolated vertices, we suppose in the whole paper (G)1. According to the previous deﬁnitions we consider the fol-
lowing parameters: (G) (t(G), pr(G), 2(G), and ×2(G), respectively) is the minimum cardinality of a dominating
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set (total dominating set, paired dominating set, 2-dominating set and double dominating set, respectively) of G, and
(G) (t(G), respectively) is the maximum cardinality of a minimal dominating set (total dominating set, respectively)
of G.
In [14] Fink and Jacobson deﬁned a generalization of the concept of independent sets. A set S ofV is a k-independent
set if the maximum degree of the subgraph induced by the vertices of S is less than or equal to k − 1. The lower
k-independence number ik(G) is the minimum cardinality of a maximal k-independent set in G and the k-independence
number k(G) is the maximum cardinality of a k-independent set.We notice that the 1-independent sets are the classical
independent sets, so i1(G) = i(G), and 1(G) = (G). A graph G is well k-covered if ik(G) = k(G). Note that the
class of well 1-covered trees consists of all 1-coronas of all trees and the class of well 2-covered trees consists of P2
and all 2-coronas of all trees (see [12]).
In [7] Chellali and Favaron introduced p-star-forming sets. A subset D ⊆ V (G) is a p-star-forming set of G if for
each vertex u in V − D with less than p neighbors in D, N(u) ∩ D = ∅ and at least one vertex of N(u) ∩ D has at
least p − 1 neighbors in D. This means that every vertex u of V − D is contained in a (not necessarily induced) p-star
K1,p of the subgraph induced by D ∪ {u}. The minimum cardinality of a p-star-forming set of G is denoted by sf p(G)
and the maximum cardinality of a minimal p-star-forming set of G is denoted by SFp(G). For any parameter (G)
associated to a graph propertyP, we refer to a set of vertices with PropertyP and cardinality (G) as a (G)-set. Also
if there is no confusion we write  instead of (G).
Tk (k1) is the tree formed by k copies of P5 of center vertex ci by identifying for i =1, . . . , k ci with the ith vertex
of a vertex of a path Pk . Clearly then t(Tk)= 3k and (Tk)= 2k. So the difference t(Tk)− (Tk)= k can be large but
it is well known that the ratio t(T )/(T )2 for every nontrivial T.
2. Known ratios
We begin by giving an observation that summarizes some obvious inequalities.





Note that some inequalities of Observation 1 are sharp: (a) is sharp for coronas of P2k (k1), (b) sf 2 = 2 for
2-coronas, and (c) is sharp for coronas. As we will show later, the remaining inequalities can be improved.
We also note that for trees T, the upper parameters (T ) and (T ) are equal [9]. Hence it sufﬁces to consider ratios
between the other parameters and the independence number.
Theorem 2 (Chellali and Favaron [7]). For every graph G and every positive integer k, sf k(G) ik(G)k(G)
SFk(G).
Theorem 3 (Favaron [10]). For every graph G and every positive integer k, k(G)k(G).
Theorem 4 (Chellali and Favaron [7]). For every triangulated graph G without isolated vertices, sf 2(G) = t(G).
From Theorems 2 and 4 we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5. For every triangulated graph G without isolated vertices, t(G) i2(G)2(G).
Theorem 6 (Haynes et al. [15]). For every nontrivial tree T, t(T )2(T ).
The inequality between t and 2 is still true for triangulated graph without isolated vertices. This follows from
Theorem 4 and the fact that every 2-dominating set is a 2-star-forming set for every graph.
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Theorem 7 (Blidia et al. [1]). For every nontrivial tree T, 22(T )/3(T )2(T ).
Corollary 8. For every nontrivial tree T, (T )×2(T ).
Theorem 9 (Blidia et al. [5]). For every nontrivial tree T, pr(T )×2(T ).
Theorem 10 (Blidia et al. [6]). For every nontrivial tree T, 2(T )2i(T )×2(T ).
Theorem 11 (Blidia et al. [2]). Every graph G with 1 satisﬁes ×2(G) i(G) + (G).
The proof of the following corollary is easy to establish.
Corollary 12. If T is a nontrivial tree, then ×2(T )/(T )2, with equality if and only if T is a 1-corona of any tree.
Theorem 13 (Blidia et al. [4]). If the graph G contains at most one cycle, then i2(G)(G) + i(G).
Corollary 14. If T is a nontrivial tree, then i2(T )2i(T ), and this bound is sharp.
The bound of Corollary 14 is attained for stars.
We give below some straightforward observations that will be useful.
Observation 15. Every total dominating set of a graph G contains every support vertex.
Observation 16. Every double dominating set of a graph G contains all leaves and support vertices.
3. New ratios
We ﬁrst give two classes of graphs for which the upper bound on some ratios do not exist.
• ClassFp: Attach p new vertices to each vertex of the path P3.
IfG ∈Fp, then i2=2+p, =sf 2=t=t=3, and pr =4. Hence for trees, all the ratios i2/, i2/sf 2, i2/t, i2/pr,
i2/t are not bounded above by a constant.
• Class Gp: Attach p2 new vertices at the two ﬁrst u, v of a path P3 = uvw, and one new vertex at w.
If G ∈ Gp, then 2 = 2p + 2 and i2 = 3. Hence for trees 2/i2 is not bounded above by a constant.
3.1. t/2 and t/
Theorem 17. Let T be a nontrivial tree. Then
(a) t(T )2(T ), and this bound is sharp.
(b) t(T )2(T ), and this bound is sharp.
Proof. We use an induction on the number of vertices of T. Clearly both results hold if T has diameter one, two or
three. Assume that every tree T ′ of order n′ <n satisﬁes t(T ′)2(T ′) and t(T ′)2(T ′). Let T be a tree of order
n and diameter at least four.
If x is a strong support vertex of T, let T ′ = T − x′ where x′ is a leaf in Lx . Then t(T ) = t(T ′), (T ′) = (T )
and 2(T )2(T ′). By induction on T ′, we obtain the desired results on T. Hence we can assume for the next that T
has no strong support vertex. Root T at a vertex r of maximum eccentricity. Let u′ be a leaf at maximum distance from
r and such that its distance from a vertex of degree more than 2 is as small as possible. Let u, v,w be the parents of
u′, u, v respectively.
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Case 1: d(v)3 and has at least one child b = u which is a support vertex. Let T ′ = T − {u′, u}. Then every
t(T )-set S contains either v and all its adjacent support vertices or all its descendants. Note that if the last case occurs
then v is not a support vertex. In both cases S ∩ T ′ is a minimal total dominating set of T ′ and so t(T ′)t(T ) − 2.
Also since there is a (T )-set D containing u and b, D − {u} is a dominating set of T ′ and so (T ′)(T ) − 1. On
the other hand since there is a 2(T ′)-set containing b and its leaf, such a set can be extended to a 2-independent set of
T by adding u′ and u and so 2(T )2(T ′) + 2. By induction on T ′, 2(T )2(T ′) + 2t(T ′) + 2t(T ), and
t(T )t(T ′) + 22(T ′) + 22(T ).
Case 2: d(v) = 3 and the second child of v is a leaf v′. Then every minimal total dominating set contains u and
v. Also there is a (T )-set D that contains both u and v. If S is a t(T )-set that contains w, let T ′ = T − {u′, u}.
Then S − {u} (respectively, D − {u}) is a minimal total dominating set (respectively, dominating set) of T ′ and so
t(T ′)t(T )− 1 and (T ′)(T )− 1. Also every 2(T ′)-set can be extended to a 2-independent set of T by adding
u′ and so 2(T )2(T ′)+1. By applying the inductive hypothesis we obtain the results.We assume thatw is contained
in no t(T )-set and we consider a t(T )-set S. If w is not an S-private neighbor of v, then consider T ′ = T − Tv .
Then S − {u, v} is a minimal total dominating set of T ′ and {w} ∪ (D − {u, v}) is a dominating set of T ′. It follows
thatt(T ′)t(T ) − 2 and (T ′)(T ) − 1. On the other hand every 2(T ′)-set can be extended to a 2-independent
set of T by adding {u′, u, v′} and so 2(T )2(T ′)+ 3. Both results follow by induction on T ′. Assume now that w is
an S-private neighbor of v. If d(w)3, there exists a pendant path wxx′x′′ with x = v and {x′, x′′} ⊆ S. By replacing
S by the t(T )-set S′ = (S\{x′′}) ∪ {x}, we are led to the previous case since w is not an S′-private neighbor of v.
Therefore we can assume d(w) = 2. Let T ′ = T − Tw. If T ′ is reduced to one vertex, then T is obtained by attaching a
pendant edge at the center vertex of a path P5. Then 2(T ) = 5> 3= t(T ), and 2(T ) = 6>t(T ).Thus we assume
that T ′ is nontrivial. By a similar argument as shown before it can be seen that t(T ′)t(T ) − 2, (T ′)(T ) − 2
and 2(T )2(T ′) + 3. By induction on T ′ we obtain (T )2(T ) and t(T )2(T ).
Case 3: d(v) = 2. By the choice of u′, all the descendants of w have degree 2 or 1. Let S be a t(T )-set and D a
(T )-set.
Subcase 3.1: S contains u′, u and so v /∈ S. Let T ′ = T − {u′, u, v}. Then 2(T )2(T ′) + 2, (T ′)(T ) − 1 and
since S ∩ T ′ is a minimal total dominating set of T ′, t(T ′)t(T ) − 2.
Subcase 3.2: S contains u, v and not w. If w is not a private neighbor of v, then let T ′ = T − {u′, u, v}. Clearly
t(T ′)t(T ) − 2, 2(T )2(T ′) + 2 and (T ′)(T ) − 1. Now if w is a private neighbor of v, then as in Case 2,
we can assume d(w) = 2. Let T ′ = T − Tw. If T ′ is trivial, then T = P5 and t(P5) = 2(P5) = 2(P5) = 4. If T ′ is
nontrivial, then t(T ′)t(T ) − 2, 2(T )2(T ′) + 2 and (T ′)(T ) − 1.
Byapplying the inductive hypothesis toT ′ in eachof the above subcases,weobtaint(T )2(T ), andt(T )2(T ).
Subcase 3.3: S contains u, v,w. If w has at least two neighbors in S, then S′ = {u′} ∪ (S − {v}) is a t(T )-set which
has been considered in Subcase 3.1. So let v be the unique neighbor of w in S. If d(w)3, then there is a pendant
path wa or wabc attached at w. In the ﬁrst case, (S\{v}) ∪ {a, u′} is a minimal total dominating set greater than S, a
contradiction. In the second case, S contains b, c and not a and we can apply Subcase 3.1. Suppose now d(w) = 2.
By the minimality of S, the father z of w in T is an S-private neighbor of w. Hence if d(z)3, then there exists either
a pendant path zabc with S ∩ {a, b, c} = {b, c} (Subcase 3.1) or a pendant path zabcd with S ∩ {a, b, c, d} = {b, c}
(Subcase 3.2). So we may assume d(z) = 2. If T = P6, then t(P6) = 2(P6) = 2(P6) = 4. Thus assume that T has
order n7, and let T ′ =T −Tz. Then t(T ′)t(T )−3 and (T ′)(T )−2. Also every 2(T ′)-set can be extended
to a 2-independent set of T by adding u′, u,w, and hence 2(T )2(T ′)+3. By induction on T ′ we obtain the desired
results.
Both bounds are sharp for subdivided stars SSp, p2, and for 2-coronas of trees. 
Note that the properties of Theorem 17 are not true for all connected graphs. For the prism G=KpK2 with p> 4,
t(G) = p is arbitrarily larger than 2(G) = 4 = 2(G).
Corollary 18. If T is a nontrivial tree, then t(T )2i(T ), and this bound is sharp.
Corollary 19. If T is a nontrivial tree, then t(T )2(T )2i(T ), and these bounds are sharp.
The bounds of previous corollaries are attained for 2-coronas of trees.
Theorems 10 and 17(b) yield the following.
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Corollary 20. If T is a nontrivial tree, then t(T )×2(T ), and this bound is sharp.
The bound is sharp for subdivided stars SSp for p2.
Corollary 21. If T is a nontrivial tree, then t(T )2(T ) − 1 and the bound 2 on t(T )/(T ) is asymptotically
sharp.
Proof. By Theorem 17 t(T )2(T )2(T ). If t(T ) = 2(T ), then (T ) = (T ) and hence T is a 1-corona, a
contradiction. Thus t(T )2(T ) − 1. The bound is asymptotically sharp for subdivided stars SSp, p2, where
t(T ) = 2p and (T ) = p + 1. 
In the following corollary of Theorem 17(b), the bounds are probably not sharp.
Corollary 22. If T is a nontrivial tree, then t(T )2t(T ), t(T )2pr(T ) and t(T )2i2(T ).
3.2. t/
First we note that the total domination and independence numbers are incomparable even for trees. For example
t(T )< (T ) if T is a star of order at least four, and t(T )> (T ) if T is a path P6.
Combining Theorems 6 and 7, it follows that if T is a tree of order at least three, then t(T )/(T ) 32 . Our next
result improves this ratio to 43 .
Theorem 23. If T is a tree of order at least three, then 3t(T )4(T ), and this bound is sharp.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the order of T. If diam(T ) = 2, then T is a star K1,p (p2) where t(T ) = 2 and
(T ) = n − 1, so the result holds. If diam(T ) = 3, then T is a double star Sp,q where t(T ) = 2 and (T ) = p + q.
Again the result is valid. Assume that for every tree T ′ of order n′ with n>n′3, we have 3t(T ′)4(T ′).
Let T be a tree of order n. If any support vertex, say x, of T is adjacent to two or more leaves, then let T ′ be the
tree obtained from T by removing a leaf adjacent to x. It is easy to check that t(T ) = t(T ′) and (T ′) = (T ) − 1.
Applying the inductive hypotheses to T ′, we obtain the desired result. Henceforth, we can assume that every support
vertex of T is adjacent to exactly one leaf.
Assume that T contains two adjacent support vertices say, x and y. Let T1, T2 be the trees containing x and y,
respectively, by removing the edge xy. If T1 has order two, then since diam(T )4, T2 has order at least three. Since
y is a support vertex of T2, every t(T2)-set can be extended to a total dominating set of T by adding x, and so
t(T )t(T2) + 1. Also every (T2)-set can be extended to an independent set of T by adding the neighbor of x in
T1, and so (T )(T2) + 1. By induction on T2, we have 4((T ) − 1)4(T2)3t(T2)3(t(T ) − 1) and hence
4(T )3t(T )+1.Now if each ofT1 andT2 has order at least three, then t(T )t(T2)+t(T1). Since there is(T1)-set
S1 (respectively, (T2)-set S2) that contains all leaves, S1 ∪ S2 is an independent set of T and so (T )(T1)+ (T2).
By induction on T1 and T2 we obtain the result. Henceforth, we may assume that no two support vertices of T are
adjacent.
Now root T at a vertex r of maximum eccentricity diam(T )4. Let v be a support vertex of maximum distance from
r and u the parent of v in the rooted tree. Let v′ be the leaf neighbor of v. It is clear that u is not a support vertex. We
consider two cases.
Case 1: u has a child, say b, besides v as a support vertex. Let T ′ = T − {v, v′}. Clearly T ′ has order at least three.
Also, since there is a t(T ′)-set D′ that contains u and b, D′ ∪ {v} is a total dominating set of T, so t(T )t(T ′) + 1.
On the other hand, (T ′) = (T ) − 1. Applying the inductive hypothesis to T ′, we obtain
3(t(T ) − 1)3t(T ′)4(T ′) = 4((T ) − 1)
implying that 3t(T )4(T ).
Case 2: d(u) = 2. Since diam(T )4, let w be the parent of u in the rooted tree. Based on the previous cases, we
may assume that every descendent of w has degree at most two.
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Assume ﬁrst that w is a support vertex or there is a path P3 = xyz attached to w by x. Let T ′ = T − Tu. We may
assume that T ′ has order at least three else T = P5 and the result holds. Then t(T )t(T ′) + 2. Also, let S′ be a
(T ′)-set containing all leaves of T ′. Then without loss of generality w /∈ S′ (else w could be substituted by x). It
follows that S′ ∪ {u, v′} is an independent set of T and so (T )(T ′) + 2. Applying the inductive hypothesis to T ′,
we have
3(t(T ) − 2)3t(T ′)4(T ′)4((T ) − 2).
Therefore 3t(T )4(T ).
Assume now that every path from w to its descendant leaves (besides the one containing u, v) is a P2, that is, Tw is
obtained from a star K1,p with p2 where exactly one edge is subdivided twice and the remaining edges once. Let
T ′ = T − Tw. Since w is not a support vertex, if T ′ has order two, then t(T ) = p + 3, (T ) = p + 2, and the result
is valid. We assume that T ′ has order at least three. Then t(T )t(T ′) + p + 2 and (T )(T ′) + p + 1. Applying
the inductive hypothesis to T ′, we have
3(t(T ) − p − 2)3t(T ′)4(T ′)4((T ) − p − 1).
Therefore 3t(T )4(T ) since p2.
Finally assume that d(w) = 2. Let T ′ = T − Tw. We may assume that T ′ has order at least three for otherwise the
result is valid since T = P5 or P6. Then t(T )t(T ′) + 2 and (T )(T ′) + 2. Applying the inductive hypothesis
to T ′, we have
3(t(T ) − 2)3t(T ′)4(T ′)4((T ) − 2).
Therefore 3t(T )4(T ). This achieves the proof.
That this bound is sharp may be seen by the 2-corona of an even path P2k , denoted by Tk . Then t(Tk) = 4k and
(Tk) = 3k. 
Note that the ratio of Theorem 23 is not valid for the paired domination and independence numbers. This may be
seen by considering a subdivided star SSq with q3 where pr(SSq) = 2q and (SSq) = q + 1.
In [11] Favaron showed that every tree T with n vertices and  leaves satisﬁes (T )(n + )/3, and Chellali and
Haynes [8] showed that t(T )(n + 2 − )/2 holds for any nontrivial T. By Theorem 23 and the lower bound on
t(T ), we have the following corollary that gives a lower bound on (T ) improving the one of Favaron for trees with
n17 − 18.
Corollary 24. If T is a tree of order at least three, then (T )(3n − 3 + 6)/8.
3.3. 2/×2 and /×2
Theorem 25. For every nontrivial tree T , ×2(T )2(T )t(T ), and these bounds are sharp.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 17 that 2(T )t(T ). To show that ×2(T )2(T ), we proceed by induction on the
number of vertices of T. If T has diameter 1 or 2, then ×2(T ) = n and 2(T ) ∈ {n, n − 1}. If T has diameter 3, then
T is a double star Sp,q where ×2(Sp,q) = n and 2(Sp,q) = n − 1 if min{p, q} = 1 and 2(Sp,q) = n − 2 otherwise.
Hence the result is valid. We assume that every tree T ′ of order 2n′ <n satisﬁes ×2(T ′)2(T ′). Let T be a tree of
order n.
Assume ﬁrst that T contains a support vertex with at least two leaves. Let T ′ be a tree obtained by removing a leaf
adjacent to such support vertex. Then ×2(T ) = ×2(T ′) + 1 and 2(T ′)2(T ) − 1. By induction on T ′ we have
×2(T )2(T ). Thus we assume that every support vertex of T is adjacent to exactly one leaf.
We now root T at vertex r of maximum eccentricity diam(T )4. Let v be a support vertex at distance diam(T ) − 1
from r, and let u, z the parent of v and u in the rooted tree, respectively. Let v′ denote the unique leaf neighbor of v.
We distinguish between the following cases.
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Case 1: d(u)3 and u is a support vertex. Let T ′ =T −{v, v′}. Then ×2(T )= ×2(T ′)+2 and 2(T ′)2(T )−2.
By induction on T ′ we obtained the desired result.
Case 2: d(u)3 and every child of u is a support vertex. Let T ′ = T − Tu. Since diam(T )4, T ′ is nontrivial.
Then ×2(T ) = ×2(T ′) + |V (Tu)| − 1 and 2(T ′)2(T ) − |V (Tu)| + 1. By induction hypothesis on T ′, we obtain
×2(T )2(T ).
Case 3: d(u) = 2. Let T ′ = T − {u, v, v′}. Clearly, T ′ is nontrivial and 2(T ′) = 2(T ) − 2, ×2(T ′)×2(T ) − 2.
Now by induction on T ′, we obtain ×2(T )2(T ).
Both the ratios 2/×2 and t /×2 are sharp for subdivided stars SSp, p2. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 25 is that for every nontrivial tree T, ×2(T ) i2(T ). Clearly if n = 2, then
×2(T )= i2(T ). So let n3 and assume that ×2(T )= i2(T ). Then 2(T )= i2(T ) and T is well 2-covered tree, that is, T
is a 2-corona of a tree T ′ (see [12] by Favaron andHartnell). But then 2(T )=i2(T )=2|V (T ′)| and ×2(T )> 2|V (T ′)|,
a contradiction. Thus we have the following corollary:
Corollary 26. If T is a tree of order n3, then i2(T )×2(T ) − 1, and this bound is sharp.
Equality in Corollary 26 is attained for the path P5.
Next we show that the 2-independence number is bounded below by the paired domination number in trees.
3.4. pr/2, pr/, pr/i pr/t, pr/t, pr/2, pr/i2 and pr/
It is well known that every graph G without isolated vertices satisﬁes pr2t − 22t − 2 (see [17]). Thus for
triangulated graphs without isolated vertices we have pr2t −222 −2 and pr2t −22i2 −2. Hence in trees,
all the ratios pr/t, pr/t, pr/2 and pr/i2 are strictly less than 2. The bound 2 is asymptotically sharp for all them
by the classHp of trees obtained from a star K1,p, p2 by subdividing once p − 1 edges. Clearly If G ∈Hp, then
 = i =  = t = t = i2 = p, 2 = p + 1, pr = 2p − 2.
We also know from [17] that every graph without isolated vertices satisﬁes pr22i2. The bound 2 on pr/
and on pr/i is sharp for nontrivial trees (K1,p). We show next that pr < 2 for trees of order at least three.
Proposition 27. For tree T of order n3, pr(T )2(T ) − 2, and this bound is sharp.
Proof. If pr(T ) = 2(T ), then since pr2i2, i(T ) = (T ) and so T is a well covered tree, that is, T is the
1-corona of a tree T ′ of order n/2. Since T has order n3, T ′ is nontrivial. Let (T ′) be the size of a maximum
matching of T ′. It is clear then pr2(T ′)+2(n(T ′)−2(T ′))=2(T )−2(T ′)2(T )−2, a contradiction. Hence
pr(T )2(T ) − 2. Therefore in trees of order at least three, pr/ is strictly less than 2 and is asymptotically sharp
byHp. 
Theorem 28. For every nontrivial tree T, pr(T )/2(T )1.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the order of T. It is a routine matter to check the result if diam(T ) ∈ {1, 2, 3},
establishing the base cases. Assume that every tree T ′ of order n′ with 2n′ <n satisﬁes 2(T ′)pr(T ′), and consider
a tree T of order n.
If there is any strong support vertex, then consider the tree T ′ obtained from T by removing any leaf adjacent to a
strong support vertex. Clearly pr(T ′) = pr(T ) and 2(T )2(T ′). By induction on T ′ we have 2(T ′)pr(T ′) and
hence 2(T )pr(T ). Henceforth, we can assume that every support vertex of T is adjacent to exactly one leaf.
We now root T at a vertex r of maximum eccentricity diam(T )4. Let v be a support vertex at maximum distance
from r, u and z the parent of v and u in the rooted tree, respectively. Let v′ be the leaf neighbor of v. We distinguish
between three cases.
Case 1: u has a child b = v that is a support vertex. Let T ′ = T − {v, v′}. Then pr(T )pr(T ′) + 2 since
every pr(T ′)-set can be extended to a paired dominating set of T by adding v and v′. Also if S is any maxi-
mum 2-independent set of T ′, then without loss of generality S contains all descendants of u and does not con-
tain u, for otherwise we could build a 2-independent set of T ′ with cardinality at least |S| and containing all
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descendents of u. Thus S ∪ {v, v′} is a 2-independent set of T and hence 2(T ) 2(T ′) + 2. By induction on T ′, we
obtain the desired result.
Case 2: u is a support vertex. Since Case 1 is proven and we have assumed above that every support vertex is adjacent
to exactly one leaf, d(u) = 3. Let T ′ = T − Tu. Since diam(T )4, T ′ is nontrivial. Then pr(T )pr(T ′) + 2 and
2(T )2(T ′) + 3 since every 2(T ′)-set can be extended to a 2-independent set of T by adding v, v′ and the leaf
neighbor of u. Now by induction on T ′ we obtain 2(T )pr(T ) + 1.
Case 3: d(u) = 2. Let T ′ = T − {u, v, v′}. Clearly pr(T )pr(T ′) + 2 and 2(T )2(T ′) + 2. The result follows
by induction on T ′. This achieves the proof. 
According to Theorems 25 and 28, we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 29 (Blidia et al. [5]). For every nontrivial tree T, ×2(T )pr(T ).
3.5. 2/2, ×2/2, i2/2,t/2, /2 and i/2
The following theorem is given in [13] by Fink and Jacobson.
Theorem 30 (Fink and Jacobson [13]). If T is a tree T of order n, then 2(T )(n + 1)/2, with equality if and only if
T is the subdivision of a tree T ′.
Proposition 31. Let T be a tree of n. Then:
(a) If n4, then ×2(T )22(T ) − 2, and this bound is sharp.
(b) If n2, then (T ) i(T )2(T ) − 1, and these bounds are sharp.
Proof. We ﬁrst note that a tree T has ×2(T ) = n if and only if each vertex is either a leaf or support vertex. Thus
if ×2(T ) = n, then ×2(T ) = 2(n + 1)/2 − 122(T ) − 1. Now if ×2(T ) = 22(T ) − 1, then 2(T ) = (n + 1)/2
and by Theorem 30, 2(T ) = (n + 1)/2 and hence T is the subdivision of a tree T ′, a contradiction. It follows that
×2(T )n − 1 and so ×2(T )22(T ) − 2.
Likewise since every nontrivial tree satisﬁes (T ) i(T )n/2, (T ) i(T )2(T ) − 1.
All the bounds are attained for subdivided stars SSp, p2. 
By Theorem 25 and Proposition 31(a) and since t(T )2(T )22(T ) − 2 is satisﬁed even for n = 2 and 3, we
have:
Corollary 32. If T is a nontrivial tree, then t(T )2(T )22(T ) − 2, and these bounds are sharp.
The bounds are sharp for subdivided stars SSp, p2.
In [3], Blidia et al. showed that every nontrivial tree T with s support vertices satisﬁes i2(T )(n + s)/2. Since
sn/2, i2(T )(n + s)/23n/4 = 32 (n/2)< 32 (n + 1)/2 322(T ).
Proposition 33. If T is a nontrivial tree, then i2(T )/2(T )< 32 .
3.6. ×2/2
Proposition 34. If T is a tree of order n3, then ×2(T ) 322(T ), and this bound is sharp.
Proof. In [3], Blidia et al. showed that every nontrivial tree T satisﬁes 2(T )2n/3. Then ×2(T )n = 32 (2n/3)
3
22(T ).
The bound 32 of ×2/2 is attained for trees where each nonleaf vertex is adjacent to exactly two leaves. 




 i  =  t t
 – ∞ (Sp,p) ∞ (K1,p) 2 (Cor. 19) 2 (Th. 17(b))
i 1 (SSp) – ∞ (Sp,p) 2 (Cor. 19) 2 (Cor. 18)
 =  1 (1-coronas) 1 (1-coronas) – 43 (Th. 23) < 2 (Cor. 21)
t 1 (1-coronas) ∞ (Sp,p) ∞ (Sp,p) – (<)2 (Cor. 22)
t 1 (K1,p) ∞ (Sp,p) ∞ (Sp,p) 1 (Sp,p) –
pr 1 (Sp,p) ∞ (Sp,p) ∞(Sp,p) 1 (Sp,p) (<)2 (Cor. 22)
2 < 1 (Prop. 31(b)) < 1 (Prop. 31(b)) 1 (Th. 7) (SSp) 1 (Th. 6) (SSp) < 2 (Cor. 32)
×2 12 (Th. 10) 12 (Th. 10) 1 (Cor. 8) 1 1 (Cor. 20)
i2 1 (Sp,p) ∞ (Sp,p) ∞ (K1,p) 1 (Cor. 5) (<)2 (Cor. 22)
2 < 1 < 1 1 (Sp,p) p2 1 (Cor. 5) 1 (Th. 17(a))
a
b
pr 2 ×2 i2 2
 2 [17] (K1,p) ∞ (K1,p) ∞ (K1,p) ∞ (Fp) ∞ (K1,p)
i 2 [17] (K1,p) ∞ (K1,p) ∞ (K1,p) 2 (Cor. 14) ∞ (K1,p)
 =  < 2 (Prop. 27) 32 (Th. 7) 2 (Cor. 12) 2 (Cor. 14) < 2 [4]
t < 2 ([17],Hp) ∞ (K1,p) ∞ (K1,p) ∞ (Fp) ∞ (K1,p)
t < 2 (Hp) ∞ (K1,p) ∞ (K1,p) ∞ (Fp) ∞ (K1,p)
pr – ∞ (K1,p) ∞ (K1,p) ∞ (Fp) ∞ (K1,p)
2 < 2 (Hp) – < 2 (Prop. 31(a)) < 32 (Prop. 33) < 2 (Cor. 32)
×2 1 (Th. 9) (SSp) p2 1 – < 1 (Cor. 26) 1 (Th. 25)
i2 < 2 (Hp) ∞ (Gp) ∞ (K1,p) – ∞ (K1,p)
2 1 (Th.28) 1 (Th. 3) 32 (Prop. 34) 1 (2-coronas) –
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